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Policy Issues
The preceding recommendations have generally addressed the physical roadway system.
Throughout the further development of Rigby and Jefferson County, decision makers will
face a multitude of individual issues. Any single decision may not have a large effect.
However, as a body of decisions over time, the effect on the transportation system can be
profound. The following sections provide recommendations for various policies to guide
decision makers toward a greater whole. The focus is always on the sum of the parts.
Functional Classification System
ITD classifies a statewide network of roadways according to a hierarchy based on the
service function of the roadway. The highest classification is “Interstate” meant to serve
long distance, high speed trips. Underneath “Interstate” are the following classifications,
followed by an example roadway within Jefferson County:
Functional Class
Principal Arterial
Minor Arterial
Principle Collector
Minor Collector

Jefferson County Examples
US 20
SH 33
SH 48, Menan-Lorenzo Highway, Annis Highway
500 North, 3800 East

As can be seen, the roadway function declines from regional travel to more local travel –
with associated reductions to expected speed and ease of travel.
The statewide functional classification essentially embodies the elements of circulation
planning that have been discussed in this report - at the state level. It is therefore
important to maintain the quality of travel associated with each functional classification
in terms of roadway design, hierarchy of control, and access management. As additional
development occurs, the functional classification plan becomes a guide to decision
makers as to which roadways should be given priority, and at what level they should be
developed. The existing design characteristics of classified roadways do not always meet
the intentions of their classification, particularly at the lower levels.
The functional classification of a roadway is also important with respect to state funding.
Roadways classified as Principle Collector or above are considered “on the state system”
and thus directly eligible for state urban and rural funding. Figure 24 shows the existing
functional classification of roadways in the southeast corner of Jefferson County. Also
shown is the proposed Jefferson County Circulation System. There is a reasonable
correlation between the two, with differences stemming generally from the lack of
development foreseen at the time of the last functional classification update. Within the
area of interest, there is approximately 31.5 miles of roadway classified as Major
Collector (excluding SH 48) and 26 miles of roadway classified as Minor Collector. Of
the 62 miles of roadway included in the Jefferson County Circulation System, 40.5 miles
are already on the functional classification plan.
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Based on the findings of this study, Jefferson County should initiate the steps necessary
to reclassify roadways as necessary such that all segments of the Circulation System are
classified as Major Collector. That will have the effects of increasing the total miles of
classified roadway by 13.5 miles and increasing the number of miles of Major Collector
from 31.5 to 62 miles.
In the current budget climate, ITD is reluctant to increase the number of miles in the state
system. However, a review of functional classifications in other areas indicates that the
proposed density of classified roadways is well within that of urbanizing counties. It
should also be noted that with the upward reclassification of roadways, ITD will expect
that Jefferson County actively seek to maintain an increased level of access management
appropriate to the new classification level. This is fully compatible with the County’s
interest in developing the Circulation System as is discussed in the Access Management
Section.
System Continuity
System continuity implies an orderly and logical interconnection of roadways enabling
travel from point to point in an efficient manor. Efficiency is lost within a system if there
are links missing – resulting in circuitous or “out of direction” travel. Efficiency is also
lost if a link exists, but its condition is not consistent with its position in the system (road
too narrow, poor pavement, operating speed too slow, not enough capacity)
Southeast Jefferson County is generally flat, allowing the development of a “mile grid”
system throughout most of the area. The existing system provides a high degree of
system continuity on this scale in terms of the pattern of improved roadways. There are
“missing links, however they are generally due to topographic barriers that make it
illogical to rigidly extend the grid. I-15 and US 20 also create barriers. As has been
discussed in earlier recommendations, future development will create a need for better
crossings of the “US 20 barrier”.
With respect to the mile grid, the more pressing need will be to maintain system
continuity through upgrades to the existing roadways to keep up with traffic, capacity and
safety needs as travel demand increases. The County-wide Circulation System and
recommendations as to the evolution of the mile-grid system have addressed this issue
within the recommended plan.
Except within existing communities there is little or no system continuity below the mile
grid spacing. Lacking sufficient planning and guidance, subdivisions have been
developed within the mile squares in a manner that precludes through travel other than on
the mile grid. Left unchecked, this pattern of development will have the following
negative effects:
 Approaching a particular location from an adverse direction will require
additional travel because the vehicle must travel around the mile square until
finding the particular subdivision entrance rather than through the mile square to
reach the same point. This will increase congestion on the mile grid and has an
adverse effect on emergency response as well.
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 With no other travel choices, the mile grid will become very congested with both
local and longer distance trips.
 The mile grid roads will become increasingly inefficient because of the number of
access points required to serve multiple subdivisions with individual access
points. Capacity and safety will be compromised.
Experience with this pattern of development in other areas throughout the country has
always lead to the same question – “Why did we let that happen?”. Some development
of this type has occurred in Jefferson County. However the amount of development is
not yet sufficient as to make the effects stand out. The obvious effects and thus the
public/political pressure to change things only comes later, after development has
occurred and little can be done.
It is recommended that all jurisdictions within and including Jefferson County embrace
the following policies through clarification and enhancement of subdivision ordinances as
appropriate:
a) Require that development within a mile square must be arranged such that
through roadways can be developed between parallel sides of the square. The
minimum spacing for these sub-grid through roadways should be a minimum of ½
mile for densities of 0.5 dwellings per acre and ¼ mile for densities higher than
that.
b) Were possible, access to all development should be arranged so as to come
through the sub-mile roadways. Exceptions are likely where ½ mile spacing is in
place. However, in no case should spacing of access to the mile grid be less than
¼ mile (unless land ownership patterns make this impossible).
c) Sub-mile through route intersections with the mile grid are required to match
adjoining squares. If no system has been developed in adjoining squares, the
spacing of intersections with the mile grid road should be even within the mile
unless natural features make this impractical.
d) The responsible jurisdiction must be prepared to “bridge over” development time
lines and property ownership issues to create the greater whole from multiple
individual development requests. First, Jefferson County and Rigby should
develop sub-mile circulation plans ahead of development requests to allow
developers to plan accordingly. These plans could be subject to change as
conditions warranted. Second, Jefferson County and Rigby should be prepared to
“front” the capital necessary to construct sections of sub-grid through roads that
may be necessary to serve smaller developments ahead of overall development
within a square. Much of this funding should be recoverable through impact fees
as further development takes place.
e) Finally, it is important the each jurisdiction embrace an understanding that the
real impact of any given development proposal may appear to be little,
particularly at an early point in time. However, any development that deviates
from the above principles is no less responsible for degrading efficiency of the
roadway system that the more obvious effects of a very large development. It is
the sum of the whole that is important. Thus, “exceptions” for smaller or earlier
developments with little immediate effect on traffic conditions are as damaging as
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decisions relating to the more obvious effects of larger developments. Rather,
early exceptions can cause greater damage if they preclude the future
development of sub-mile circulation elements.
Access Management
Access management refers to the body of policy and design decisions that seek to balance
the ever present desire for access to an adjoining roadway with the goal of preserving the
efficiency of travel on that roadway. Put simply, a greater the number of access points
(intersections, driveways) on a given segment of roadway will increase roadway
congestion and increase accidents. With the continued increase in automobile travel, and
limited ability to create ever wider roadways, there is greater importance being placed on
increasing the efficiency and safety of the roadways we have or will build.
The fundamental purpose of access management is to minimize interference to traffic
flow from vehicles turning onto and off of the primary roadway. The primary tools are to
minimize the number of access points and increase the spacing between points. Medians
and other access designs are ways of limiting movements from certain access points. All
of these efforts reduce the number of potential conflicts in a given roadway segment
thereby reducing the likelihood of congestions and accidents. Since the early 1990’s a
large body of research has emerged to substantiate the effectiveness of access
management techniques. A sampling of this evidence is provided in Table 9 which
summarizes the benefits of selected access management strategies.
The number and spacing of access points is, of course, dependant on the functional
classification of the roadway in questions. Local streets directly serving homesites need
little control. Access to mile grid roadways intended to move large volumes of traffic
from one area to another should be managed. ITD has developed an access control policy
for application on all roadways on their system. The policy specifies the maximum
number of access points per mile and the minimum spacing between points. Another
important parameter is limiting access within a minimum distance from intersections.
Pertinent chapters of the ITD Access Control Policy are reproduced in Appendix F.
Access Control Levels I through III are applicable to Jefferson County roads. Primary
elements of these access management levels are:
Minimum Intersection Spacing
Minimum Approach Spacing
Signal Spacing

½ to ¼ mile
150 to 300 feet
¼ mile

It is recommended that Jefferson County adopt and aggressively apply an access
management policy for all of the mile grid roads. ITD Type III Urban policy should be
applied to the designated County-wide Circulation System. Type II Urban policy is
recommended for all other grid roads.
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TABLE 9
Jefferson County Transportation Plan

Selected Access Management Measures - Summary of Benefits
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Experience has shown that achieving desirable levels of access management is virtually
impossible after development has already occurred. Jefferson County is fortunate in that
establishing a strong policy now will have significant and long lasting results as
development has yet to preempt positive results in much of the county. However, even
though development has not occurred, the benefits of access management will not be
achieved without strong resolve on the part of county decision makers. Reducing access
points to major adjacent roadways means that additional local roadways must be
constructed to bring traffic to the nearest access point. This is not difficult to plan.
However some will perceive this as a limitation on development potential. In other cases,
an individual property may require interim access until the full off-grid circulation system
is developed. As with efforts to achieve system continuity, this may require the county to
be in a position to fund various improvements overcome development timing issues to
achieve the greater whole. In addition, the benefits of individual application of access
control policy may not be apparent until further development takes place. Thus early
implementation requires firm resolve and constant attention to the sum of the parts.
Inter-Agency Cooperation
Jefferson County, Rigby and other municipal governments and ITD are each responsible
for the development and maintenance of different parts of the roadways within Jefferson
County. From the standpoint of performance, the roadway system in Jefferson County
would be best developed without regard to jurisdictional boundaries. This can be
difficult for a variety of reasons; with differences in funding opportunities often leading
the way. Regardless of how various improvements are funded, it is (again) the sum of the
whole that is important. It is important that county, city and state governments
understand their rolls and responsibilities in developing the Jefferson County
transportation system. At present, these understandings do not exist. Each of the parties
have an interest in the others activities. And the goals of one party can often be
complimented by the actions of another. For example the state has a goal of preserving
the functionality of SH 48 through access management. This is very much in Jefferson
County’s interest as well because SH 48 is and will continue to be the primary crosscounty roadway. Jefferson County, with there responsibility for plat approvals, is in the
best position to mold development proposals to satisfy this goal. A memorandum of
understanding between Jefferson County and ITD regarding each agencies’ contributions
toward achieving the fundamental goal (preserving the functionality of SH 48) would
serve everyone’s interests.
An example of a similar overlap of interests between city and county jurisdictions can be
found in the issue of sub-mile through roadways. Rigby is already experiencing some of
the problems that stem from a lack of a coordinated approach to development. As growth
continues west of Rigby, it will cross the city limits and be under county jurisdiction. If
Rigby and Jefferson county do not agree on minimum requirements to preserve the
continuity of sub-mile roads, then any real efforts by Rigby will fail because a) the
benefits will stop at the city limits, and b) because development is likely to take the path
of least resistance and move outside of Rigby. It is thus imperative that the Jefferson
County and Rigby work toward a common set of requirements for the benefit of both.
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The lack of inter-agency agreements in Jefferson County is far from unique. By taking
these issues to hart and defining the roles and responsibilities of all agencies in the future
development of the transportation system, Jefferson County, ITD and Rigby would set a
leadership example within Idaho for similarly developing counties. The need for this
undertaking will never be eliminated. Over time, however, the opportunities for benefits
will be lost and the complexity of achieving such agreements will increase.
There is one additional agency to agency agreement that should be developed that is
applicable specifically to Jefferson County. As this study has shown, it will be necessary
to upgrade the mile grid system as increased development occurs. In many cases
additional right-of-way will be required. This is normal. However, the system of
irrigation distribution canals that adjoins many, if not most, sections of the mile-grid
system greatly complicates the matter of additional right of way. In any given mile
segment:
 If the adjoining canal is not to be affected, that dictates that all widening be on the
side opposite the canal. This may conflict with existing development or
environmentally sensitive areas.
 The presence of a canal will complicate right-of-way contributions by developers
adjoining the canal unless the canal can be relocated.
 Relatively “simple” intersection approach improvements on the grid system will be
far more complex and expensive where the intersections are adjacent to not only
canals, but also irrigation distribution structures and gates.
Given the potential effects of the irrigation canal system on the cost and complexity of
roadway improvement projects, it is suggested that Jefferson County initiate
memorandums of understanding between the county and the canal companies. These
memorandums would become the basis for all future agreements necessary to achieve
improvements to the grid system that could affect the canals. The memorandum would
set out policies and procedures to be followed in communicating with the canal
companies; criteria governing the relocation or enclosure of canal faculties; procedures
and standards for the corresponding changes in property, easements and other real estate
issues; and design requirements for relocating canals and distribution structures when
necessary. The idea is to establish the basic policies and procedures ahead of time for
what will become a common issue as improvements to the mile grid system are made.
This will allow engineers and planners to better evaluate the merits of various
improvement alternatives for any particular project and avoid “reinventing the wheel”
any time a portion of the canal system may be affected. Changes to any of the general
provisions would, of course, be made to suit the needs of any particular project.
Review of Subdivision Ordinances
Both Rigby and Jefferson County have subdivisions ordinances. These ordinances
provide the primary vehicle for establishing roadway building practice within the county.
They provide guidance and expectations on roadway characteristics from depth and type
of materials, pavement widths, horizontal and vertical geometry, and system related
requirement such as intersection and driveway spacing.
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The Rigby subdivision ordinance is comprehensive and provides specific, numerical
guidance where appropriate. The Jefferson County ordinance is very similar to the Rigby
ordinance in intent, but often lacks specific guidance. Both ordinances were reviewed,
resulting in a list of comments and recommendations that are shown in Tables 10 and 11
for Rigby and Jefferson County, respectively. Most of the comments can be
characterized as follows:
 Suggestions for clarification where an issue could be misinterpreted.
 Better definition substituted for words such as “normal”.
 Narrowing good practice options that can be done without approval.
 Revising various provisions to better embrace the concepts of System Continuity
and Access Management discussed in this report.
With the exception of development density, there is little rationale as to why roadway
development requirement should be significantly different between either Rigby or
Jefferson County. Principles of roadway construction, system continuity, access and
street widths should apply equally for new development, whether it be within County or
City jurisdiction. This not only provides for a consistent system of roadways, but it also
keeps development from jumping across artificial lines for some perceived regulatory
advantage. To this end, representatives of Rigby and Jefferson County are encouraged to
form a joint committee to eliminate as many differences in the two subdivision
ordinances as possible with respect to roadways.
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Review of Subdivision Ordinance, City of Rigby

TABLE 10

Jefferson County Transportation Plan

TABLE 10
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Jefferson County Transportation Plan

Review of Subdivision Ordinance, City of Rigby
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Review of Subdivision Ordinance, Jefferson County

TABLE 11

Jefferson County Transportation Plan

TABLE 11
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Review of Subdivision Ordinance, Jefferson County
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Maintaining the Roadway Inventory / Asset Management Database
The analyses and recommendations for pavement maintenance presented in this plan
were based on roadway condition ratings reflecting roadways in the City of Rigby as of
Fall, 2006. The sample of conditions used to describe conditions of Jefferson County
roadways were obtained in Fall, 2006 and Summer, 2007. These ratings were processed
by the TAMS software to determine remaining service life (RSL) and suggested
treatments. From this base, future maintenance needs were projected.
In every jurisdiction it is necessary to periodically update the roadway condition database
for the TAMS software to remain a valid and effective tool. There are two ways that
TAMS accepts update data and resets the RSL.
If an improvement is made, the date and improvement type can be recorded for each
segment on the segment data input screen by selecting the “Enter Work Done” button.
After an entry is made, TAMS does two things: it increases the RSL of the segment
depending on prior RSL and the type of improvement made; and it resets all of the
condition ratings to a “no rating” condition. Actual field rating of distress conditions of
the improved segments must be made. These post-improvement ratings can be made
three to six months after the improvement to more accurately reflect the long term results
of the improvement. This is particularly true of limited improvements such as chip seals
which can mask more serious defects for a short time after initial placement.
In addition to updating the file to reflect ongoing maintenance and improvement efforts,
it is desirable to conduct a general update of condition data throughout the system on a 3
to 5 year basis. It is not necessary that the entire system be done in any one year. When
new distress ratings are input, TAMS reevaluates the pavement condition and RSL based
on the field data.
The new field data will result in an updated RSL that could be:
 Lower than the previous value – expected if little or no maintenance has occurred
 Higher then the previous value – expected if improvements have been made
 Different from expected values based on past predictions and improvement
actions.
The last condition really defines the need to update the roadway condition data. TAMS
employs a model for predicting RSL based on the most recent set of conditions. No
model is perfect, thus the need to “reset the base” on which the predictions are made.
Obtaining new condition data every several years insures the validity of the forecasts.
After several iterations it may also be apparent that the model is either over or under
estimating the rate of deterioration for various roadway conditions. The software enables
the user to change the “aging” curves. Over time the model can be adjusted to conform
to the set of physical conditions affecting roadway life in Jefferson County.
Completion of the Road Inventory
This study did not include the resources necessary to complete inventories of roadway
systems in the other Jefferson County municipalities. However, the roadway geometry
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and descriptions files necessary to complete the roadway inventory are complete by
virtue of the work accomplished for the 911 system. What remains is the effort to rate
the condition of the roadways in the individual municipalities.
The actual rating for each city would consume approximately two days time. It is
suggested that the remaining cities make arrangements with the Jefferson County Road &
Bridge Department to complete the inventories. Ideally a single person would be made
available by the cities to inventory all of the cities. This would contribute to uniformity
and efficiency. Jefferson County could train the individual, oversee the work, and
maintain the inventory files.
There after the cities could contract with Jefferson County to update inspections input
maintenance work (as contracted with Jefferson County) to keep the files current.
Jefferson County should also be contracted to produce an annual analysis of roadway
maintenance needs for consideration during the budgeting process. After the initial data
input, it could be expected that maintaining the files and creation of the report would
require 3 to 4 days of effort per year.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
US 20 is the primary roadway serving Rigby and eastern Jefferson County. In 2003 the Idaho
Transportation Board (IT Board) approved a program of access improvements to US 20 that
included construction of an interchange County Line Road, and closing at-grade intersections at
100 North and 200 North (Holbrook Road). An existing ramp pair provides access between 300
North and US 20 to and from the north.
Closing intersections at 100 and 200 North had the effect of limiting access to US 20 between
300 North (SH 48) and County Line Road. In response to local concerns, the IT Board
encouraged the City of Rigby and Jefferson County to prepare a county-wide transportation plan
that would evaluate circulation and US 20 access needs in southeast Jefferson County. This
document, prepared as a part of Jefferson County Transportation Plan, presents findings
specifically related to the feasibility of a new South Rigby Interchange.

Traffic Evaluation
The evaluation of changes in traffic behavior with or without a full interchange south of Rigby is
central to the identification of needs and benefits. Specific data available for this analysis
include existing traffic counts, and a 20-year traffic growth estimate. The results of an Employer
Questionnaire were also used to estimate diversion of traffic between interchanges.
Traffic on US 20 ramps serving Southeast Jefferson County is expected to increase from 8,000
vehicles per day to 13,200 trips or 63 percent by 2025. The basic concept of a new South Rigby
Interchange included a new US 20 ramp pair to and from the north located at or south of 300
North (SH 48). Consistent with needs determined by the County Transportation Plan, the
proposed South Rigby Interchange is assumed to be easily accessible from 200 North. Given
these characteristics, the following effects were found to occur:
x The addition of the ramp pair to/from the north to the South Rigby
interchange would attract approximately 2,000 trips per day (40 percent of
those movements) from the North Rigby interchange. About 1,600 of these
trips are trips currently passing through central Rigby to SH 48 and points
south.
x About 80 percent of trips (1,300 trips per day) to/from US 20 north now
exiting at the County Line Road interchange would switch to the new ramp
pair at the South Rigby interchange.
x In summary, the new ramps to/from US 20 north would be preferred by about
half of the trips currently making this movement.
x About a third of the trips (500 trips per day) using ramps to/from the south at
County Line Road interchange would shift to the proposed south ramps at the
South Rigby interchange. This change results from convenient access to the
new interchange from 200 North.
x 65 percent all existing traffic accessing US 20 from Jefferson County would
prefer a reconfigured South Rigby interchange
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A reconfigured South Rigby interchange would eliminate approximately 250
heavy truck trips per day from passing through downtown Rigby en rout to
other destinations.
Reconfiguring the South Rigby interchange would reduce the number of trips
traveling on or across congested sections of SH 48 by about 1,000 vehicles per
day.
With diversion to a reconfigured South Rigby interchange, the North Rigby
interchange should accommodate forecast 2025 traffic without major physical
roadway changes.
Analysis of county-wide travel demand indicates an increase of 13,200 vpd
seeking to cross US 20 south of SH 48 by 2025. A reconfigured South Rigby
interchange would directly service this need and reduce future travel on
congested SH 48.

Conceptual Interchange Alternatives
Chapter 2 presents sketches of three possible configurations of a new South Rigby interchange.
These provide a conceptual level indication of potential right-of-way needs and the basis for
order-of magnitude/comparison level cost estimates. The layouts were developed to be
responsive to several criteria:
x Provide for the missing access between south Rigby and US 20 to/from the
north.
x Maintain convenience for users of US 20 to/from the south
x Be accessible from 200 North and provide an overpass for local traffic to
cross US 20.
Three interchange concepts were developed to explore the general feasibility and costs of a new
South Rigby interchange:
x The 3N Concept - favoring access directly from 300 North ( SH 48),
x The Central Concept – locating the interchange between 200 and 300 North
with access available from both roadways, and
x The 2N Concept - which presents an interchange configuration that
emphasizes continuity of east-west travel on 200 North.
The 3N Concept Interchange. - This concept would continue to utilize the existing ramp pair
providing access to US 20 to and from the south from 300 North. Ramps between US 20 North
and 300 North (SH 48) would be added. Concept 3N estimated cost - $24 million.
The Central Concept Interchange. - A full interchange would be located between 200 and 300
North. The intent of this interchange configuration would be to provide better service to areas
south of 300 North while still being convenient to those using the existing US 20 access, to/from
the south. An overpass structure would carry the interchange crossroad over Yellowstone
Highway, the Eastern Idaho Railroad, and a new alignment of US 20. Four ramps serving both
directions of traffic entering and exiting US 20 would extend down to US 20 from the elevated
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crossroad. Access to the interchange would be via a two-way frontage road west of US 20. East
of US 20 a “U-turn” roadway from Yellowstone Highway and a new connector to 200 North
would be built. Central Concept estimated cost - $44 million.
The 2N Concept Interchange. - This interchange configuration that was developed to maximize
continuity of east-west travel along 200 North. It is otherwise similar to the Central Concept.
Higher cost results from a longer crossing structure and extended alignment connecting 200
North. Central Concept estimated cost - $50 million.

Comparisons and Conclusions
The interchange sketches studied indicate that the proximity of US 20 to the Eastern Idaho
Railroad, combined with existing development, makes development of a new South Rigby
interchange rather complex and expensive. With the possible exception of the 3N concept
interchange, many permutations of the concepts shown here can be developed that would change
effects to the surrounding areas.
Without the context of future growth, travel demand, and transportation needs identified in the
Jefferson County Transportation Plan, selection of a favored concept could easily be influenced
by the relatively low cost of the 3N Concept. However, the transportation plan, and detailed
analyses of traffic patterns within this study indicate that an interchange concept with good
connectivity to 200 North provides far greater value to the transportation needs of Southeast
Jefferson County.
The areas most directly affected by either the Central Concept or the 2N Concept are not yet
developed to the point of making either alternative impractical. It is suggested that IDT,
Jefferson County and the City of Rigby work to find concurrence in both the future need for an
improved South Rigby interchange and the most promising concept. From that point, all
agencies should collaborate to shape future growth in the 200 North area so as to maintain the
feasibility of a future interchange.
The alternatives presented here are far more complex and expensive than the alternatives
envisioned in the 2002 Design Study Report prepared by ITD for a new interchange (see Figures
12a and 12b). There are two important reasons for this:
 The ITD Concept report did not have the benefit of the analysis of countywide growth
and hence did not make any provision for east-west movement across US 20 - a key
element in the current evaluation.
 The interchange configurations presented in the Draft South Rigby Interchange Study
assumed that the crossroad would cross over US 20 and the adjacent railroad – adding
about 30 percent to the cost. Allowing an at-grade crossing of the railroad as was done
in the ITD concepts could simplify any interchange configuration.
A new Concept Report should be prepared to weigh the importance of all of these issues.
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TRAFFIC EVALUATION
Introduction
US 20 is the primary roadway serving Rigby and eastern Jefferson County. Since the
reconstruction of US 20 following the Teton Dam failure, Rigby and areas adjacent to the City
were served by three access points (See Figure 1):
x The North Rigby interchange (US 20 Milepost 322.26) – A full diamond
interchange generally in the north east corner of the City of Rigby.
x The current South Rigby Interchange (US 20 Milepost 320.64) – A halfdiamond interchange with ramps to and from the south only. Northbound
exiting traffic crosses over US 20 and proceeds approximately 0.7 miles north
to the intersection of SH 48 (1st South in Rigby), thus providing direct access
to the Rigby business district.
x An at-grade intersection at 200 North (Holbrook Road) provided access from
US 20 to businesses and housing located generally south of SH 48.
A fourth access, County Line Road, is also important to south Jefferson County. This access is
located at Milepost 317.91.
In 2001 the Idaho Transportation Department (ITD) completed a corridor study for US 20 from
Idaho Falls to Ashton. The report concluded that increasing traffic on US 20 and various cross
roads had made at-grade intersections a safety hazard and recommendations were made to close
all at grade intersections and construct a series of interchanges to provide access to US 20.
Recommendations from the Corridor Study pertaining to the City of Rigby and southeastern
Jefferson County were as follows:
x Close at-grade access at County Line Road.
x Close at-grade access at 100 North.
x Close at-grade access at Holbrook Road (200 North).
x Construct an interchange at US 20 and County Line Road
x Reconstruct/relocate or otherwise modify the South Rigby interchange to
provide all direction access to US 20 (add ramps to and from the north). This
interchange would also be intended to serve the general city and county areas
south of SH 48.
ITD completed a Concept Report for completion of an interchange in the vicinity of Holbrook
Road in 2002. A key outcome of that study was that public comments regarding the project was
about equally split between building a new interchange and not building a new interchange. (see
Figure 12a and 12b for alternatives studied).
In 2003 the Idaho Transportation Board (IT Board) approved a program of access improvements
to US 20 that included closing the at-grade intersections at County Line Road, 100 North and
Holbrook Road; and construction of an interchange at County Line Road.
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At that time the ITD Board deferred reconstruction of a South Rigby interchange. Prior to
reaching a final decision on a new or modified interchange south of Rigby, the IT Board
encouraged the City of Rigby and Jefferson County to prepare a county-wide transportation plan
that would evaluate circulation and US 20 access needs in southeast Jefferson County.
The interchange construction and at-grade crossing closures have been completed. In terms of
access to US 20 this action has had the following effects:
x Access between US 20 and areas south of US 48 has been limited due to the
closing of the intersections at 100 and 200 North. Using 200 North as a point
of reference, business and residential traffic from south east Jefferson County
seeking to travel north on US 20 must travel either 2 miles north (to the North
Rigby interchange) or 2 miles south (to County Line Road) to reach an
interchange with US 20.
x Access to and from the south is a little better because of the South Rigby
partial interchange. However, again using 200 north as a reference, traffic to
and from the south must travel either 1 mile north (to SH 48) or 2 miles south
(to County Line Rd) to access US 20.
Figure 1
South Rigby Interchange Study

Study Area
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The City of Rigby and Jefferson County have completed a county-wide transportation plan. This
report, completed as a separate document within the context of the county-wide transportation
plan, specifically addresses the need for and benefits of a new South Rigby Interchange.

Traffic Evaluation
The evaluation of changes in traffic behavior with or without a full interchange south of Rigby is
central to the identification of needs and benefits. Traffic data developed for the Rigby/Jefferson
County Transportation Study facilitated the evaluation of the effects of a full South Rigby
interchange. Specific data available for this analysis include:
x Average annual daily traffic (AADT) counts from ITD.
x Various intersection turning movement counts, conducted as part of the
City/County transportation plan.
x The response to an employer survey conducted as part of the City/County
transportation plan regarding travel patterns of employees, customers, and
delivery vehicles.
x A county-wide 20-year growth estimate and corresponding traffic forecast.
All of these sources were used to establish “Before” and “After” traffic levels under existing and
future conditions – “Before” signifying no changes to the US 20 access south of SH 48, and
“After” signifying relocation/reconstruction of the current South Rigby half diamond
interchange.
Existing Traffic Volumes
Figure 2 illustrates existing (“before”) ramp AADT’s at the County Line Road, South Rigby, and
North Rigby interchanges. Existing volumes assuming reconfiguration of the South Rigby
interchange (the “after” condition) are also shown. The following observations relate to the
existing patterns of US 20 access:
x The ramps to and from the south at the South Rigby interchange are the most
heavily used access points – accounting for about half of all ramp traffic at the
three interchanges. This mirrors the sense of Rigby and Jefferson County as
being satellite to the major activity center in Idaho Falls. Further these ramps
lead directly into the business district of Rigby and connect with SH 48 - the
primary cross-county roadway.
x The second highest volumes are those at the North Rigby interchange leading
to and from the north. This could be expected since this ramp pair is the only
opportunity for traffic to and from the north to access Rigby. The next
opportunity is four miles south at County Line Road. These movements also
reflect the growth of Rexburg as an academic and employment center.
x The County Line Road Interchange is of lesser importance at this time
because there is little development directly adjacent to County Line Road and
most commercial development is at least two miles north of this interchange.
Volumes at this interchange may be expected to increase as residential
development continues in north Bonneville County.
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Figure 2
South Rigby Interchange Study

2005 Average Daily Ramp Volumes
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The development of a full interchange south of Rigby can be expected to have several effects on
existing traffic patterns.
The first and most obvious is a shift of some traffic on US 20 traveling to and from the north
away from the existing North Rigby interchange (4,800 vehicles per day) and County Line Road
interchange (1,640 vpd).
The second effect of an expanded interchange is to provide another opportunity for local traffic
south of SH 48 to access the South Rigby interchange more directly. Reconfiguring the South
Rigby interchange also offers the opportunity for an additional crossing of US 20 between
County Line Road and SH 48. Both of these effects will improve local circulation south of SH
48 and potentially shift additional traffic to the South Rigby interchange.
Derivation of Existing US 20 Access Patterns
To determine the shift of traffic between changed access points it is necessary to have an
understanding of the pattern of origins and destinations of trips using US 20. As part of the
County Study, a questionnaire was sent to 246 employers in Jefferson County. The questionnaire
asked employers to indicate approach direction of employees, customers, and delivery trucks
using a zone system provided. See Attachment 1. Table 1 summarizes the number of employers
contacted and the response rate for various information requested.
Although not all of the surveys were returned and some returns were incomplete, the information
obtained from the survey does represent a reasonable sample of trips. The most frequent
deficiency in the returns was reporting the number of employees or customers without providing
a distribution of origins. Wherever possible, the reported trips were distributed to the origin
zones based on similar business type and location. The raw data from the questionnaire was thus
“expanded” to yield a greater survey base.
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Table 1
South Rigby Interchange Study

Employee Questionnaire Response Data
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The zone system used in the questionnaire (illustrated in Figure 3) was established to yield travel
patterns throughout Jefferson County. For the purposes of the Interchange Study, the data was
aggregated into a different set of areas more specific to the question of existing and potential
interchange use. Eight “interchange analysis areas”, also shown in Figure 3, were established to
be sensitive to the areas or routes tributary to a given interchange. The analysis areas are
described as follows:
North. – All areas north of the North Rigby interchange.
Downtown. – Essentially the City of Rigby.
Approach. – A relatively small area west of US 20 and south of SH 48 that is
adjacent to the existing South Rigby interchange ramps.
SH 48 West. – All areas west of US 20 from which traffic destined to US 20
would be expected to approach US 20 via SH 48.
SH 48 East. – All areas east of US 20 from which traffic destined to US 20 would
be expected to approach US 20 via SH 48.
Southwest. – An area west of US 20, between County Line Road and SH 48,
from which travel via US 20 would be conveniently served by US 20 access in the
vicinity of 200 North (Holcomb Road).
Southeast. – An area east of US 20, between County Line Road and SH 48, from
which travel via US 20 would be conveniently served by US 20 access in the
vicinity of 200 North (Holcomb Road).
County Line. – Those areas, east or west of US 20 most conveniently served by
County Line Road and the County Line Road interchange.
From this point, the number of surveyed trips from each analysis area known to use either US 20
north or US 20 south were routed to the most convenient existing US 20 access ramp. Travel in
both directions was considered. Table 2 shows resulting Analysis Area – Access Ramp trip
table. Table 2a shows the area to ramp volumes derived directly from the employer survey. The
total number of trips derived from the survey accounted for about half of the counted ramp
traffic, although the comparison between survey and ramp volumes ranged from 30 percent to
100 percent depending on ramps. The comparisons were similar for ramps serving reverse
movements (e.g. NB exit / SB entrance) – showing a general consistency of data.
The final estimate of existing travel between an analysis area and a given interchange ramp is
shown in Table 2b. In Table 2b, the individual movements from each analysis zone have been
factored (evenly) so that the total matches the counted ramp volume. Table 2b represents the
estimated pattern of interchange use “Before” possible changes to the South Rigby interchange.
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Traffic Analysis Zone System

Figure 3

South Rigby Interchange Study

Figure 3
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Table 2

Existing Travel between Analysis Areas and US 20 Ramps

South Rigby Interchange Study

Table 2
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Changes to US 20 Access Patterns Resulting from Changes to the
South Rigby Interchange
The changes in travel patterns were estimated assuming that the existing South Rigby
interchange serving only movements to and from the south were replaced by a full interchange
that included movements to and from the north. This was accomplished by looking at each
Analysis Area to ramp movement and estimating the number of trips that would divert to a new
South Rigby interchange.
To make this estimate, it was necessary to make some assumptions about the accessibility of the
reconfigured interchange with the surrounding circulation system. The following accessibility
assumptions were used when estimating the number of trips likely to use a reconfigured South
Rigby interchange:
x The level of connectivity between US 20 (south) and central Rigby/SH 48
would be maintained at least to a level that would not induce motorists to and
from US 20 south to switch to the North Rigby interchange.
x The new interchange would be readily accessible for trips approaching US 20
from 200 North.
x The new interchange would provide a new grade-separated crossing of US 20
generally convenient to traffic traveling east-west along 200 North.
With the above assumptions in mind, an estimate was made of the number of trips from each
analysis area/ramp combination that would change access points. Table 3 presents the results of
this analysis. Table 3a shows the estimated distribution of trips after reconfiguration of the
South Rigby interchange. Table 3b shows the difference in estimated trips due to
reconfiguration for each analysis area / ramp pair. The following changes are noted:
x The addition of the ramp pair to/from the north to the South Rigby
interchange would attract approximately 40 percent of those movements from
the North Rigby interchange or about 2,000 trips per day. About 1,600 of
these trips are trips currently passing through central Rigby to SH 48 and
points south.
x About 80 percent of trips (1,300 trips per day) to/from US 20 north now
exiting at the County Line Road interchange would switch to the new ramp
pair at the South Rigby interchange.
x The new ramps to/from US 20 north would be preferred by about half of the
trips currently making this movement.
x About a third of the trips (500 trips per day) using ramps to/from the south at
County Line Road interchange would shift to the existing ramps at the South
Rigby interchange. This change results from the addition of a new grade
separated crossing of US 20 convenient to travel along 200 North assumed to
occur as part of the South Rigby interchange reconfiguration.
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Table 3

Estimated Travel between Analysis Areas and US20 Ramps with New South Rigby Interchange

South Rigby Interchange Study

Table 3
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Forecast 2025 Traffic Volumes
Year 2025 traffic growth forecasts were developed for the Rigby/Jefferson County transportation
plan. Based on land use growth provided by the Jefferson County Economic Development
Office, the population of Jefferson County is expected to increase by a factor of 1.83 between
2005 and 2025. This growth would be distributed among the traffic zones based on estimates
also provided by the Economic Development Office. Zonal Trip Growth is shown in Figure 4.
For the purposes of the interchange study, the increased trips between county zones and US 20
forecast for 2025 were redistributed to the interchange analysis areas. The shift in traffic
between US 20 ramps resulting from the South Rigby interchange reconfiguration was then
estimated. Figure 5 shows the existing rap volumes before and after the South Rigby
Interchange reconfiguration. Figure 6 illustrates additional 2025 average daily traffic for before
and after conditions. Considering all ramps, traffic on US 20 ramps is expected to increase by
13,200 trips or 63 percent by 2025.
Figure 7 shows the existing ramp traffic and future growth traffic combined to form the total
2025 traffic estimate. Were the South Rigby interchange to be reconfigured, approximately 21
percent of the traffic growth would change routes, raising the use of the South Rigby interchange
from 37 percent of the total ramp traffic to 58 percent of the total ramp traffic.

Operational Effects of the South Rigby Interchange Reconfiguration
As noted above, reconfiguration of the South Rigby interchange would have the obvious effect
of being more convenient to 21 percent of forecast traffic accessing US 20. Changes in access
patterns will affect other travel patterns as well. These include:
x A reduction of traffic passing through central Rigby to reach US 20 to/from
the north,
x A reduction of traffic required to either cross SH 48 or travel along SH 48 to
access US 20,
x Diversion of traffic from the County Line Road interchange and the North
Rigby interchange, potentially reducing improvement needs at these locations,
and
x Unrelated to US 20 access, providing another grade separated crossing of US
20 to serve growth in southeastern Jefferson County.
Reduction of Pass Through Traffic. - Analyses of before and after travel patterns indicate that in
2005, approximately 1,800 vehicles per day (vpd) traveled through Central Rigby to reach ramps
to/from the north at the North Rigby interchange. It is estimated that about 14 percent or 250
trips were heavy truck trips. Removal of this through traffic can be considered as positive step to
ease congestion in the Central Rigby. This is particularly true of the truck trips.
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County-wide Forecast Zonal Trip Growth

Figure 4

South Rigby Interchange Study

Figure 4
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Figure 5
South Rigby Interchange Study

Estimated 2005 Average Daily Ramp Volumes
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Figure 6
South Rigby Interchange Study

Estimated 2025 Ramp Volume Growth
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Figure 7
South Rigby Interchange Study

Estimated Total Future Ramp Volumes
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While the reduction in through traffic within Central Rigby is generally considered to be positive
from a traffic operations perspective, there may concern about a reduction in traffic passing
various business. The reductions sited here represent only 13 percent of the total traffic using
either the North Rigby or South Rigby interchanges and do not include any traffic destined to or
from Central Rigby itself.
Reduction of Traffic Crossing or Using SH 48. – The Rigby/Jefferson County Transportation
Plan documents the need for improvements to SH 48 generally between 3700 East and 4200 East
due to increasing traffic entering or crossing SH 48. Currently, all traffic using the existing
South Rigby interchange ramps to/from the south must use or cross SH 48 because the ramps are
accessed via an intersection on SH 48. The reconfiguration of the South Rigby interchange will
reduce the need for crossing or entering movements on SH 48 – thus benefiting traffic operations
in this critical area. With the reconfiguration, trips approaching the South Rigby interchange
from north of SH 48 would still cross SH 48. However, many trips from areas south of SH 48
will be able to access the South Rigby interchange via 200 North, thereby avoiding SH 48.
Analysis of before and after traffic patterns indicate that reconfiguring the South Rigby
interchange would reduce the number of trips traveling on or across SH 48 by about 1,000
vehicles per day (13 percent of the trips using SH 48 to access US 20).
Reduction of Traffic Pressure at Adjacent Interchanges. –The North Rigby interchange was
constructed as simple rural diamond interchange with 1 lane ramps leading to 2-lane crossroads.
Single lane roads / ramps without turn lanes severely limit the capacity of this interchange and
congestion is already appearing at the North Rigby interchange. Providing additional capacity is
primarily a matter of adding lanes to the crossroad through the interchange. However, the ability
to accomplish this is limited by the width of the existing structure. At the North Rigby
interchange, the underpass structure carrying vehicles over US 20 has a width of 43 ft (face of
curb to face of curb); sufficient for three-lane operation. The newer County Line Road
interchange overpass structure was constructed with sufficient width to carry five lanes of traffic
when necessary.
Table 4 summarizes future year (2025) traffic operations at the ramp terminal intersections with
and without the South Rigby interchange reconfiguration. The data shown in Table 4 indicates
the following:
x The North Rigby interchange will not operate in its current configuration of
single lane approaches and 2-way stop control.
x Without any traffic diversion to a reconfigured South Rigby interchange, the
North Rigby interchange will require 2-lane approaches on all legs of the two
ramp terminal intersections and switching to all-way stop control to
accommodate future traffic. This would require widening of the approaches to
the existing structure to three lanes. The existing structure could be reused by
restriping to include three 12-foot lanes within 43 feet of available width.
x With diversion to a reconfigured South Rigby interchange, the North Rigby
interchange can be expected to accommodate forecast 2025 traffic without any
physical roadway changes. All-way stop control would be required.
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Table 4
South Rigby Interchange Study

Ramp Terminal Intersection Operation Summary
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x

The County Line Road interchange will require additional approach lanes and
adoption of all-way signal control to accommodate future traffic; even with
diversion of traffic to a reconfigured South Rigby interchange. However, no
structure widening would be required.

Additional Grade Separated Crossing of US 20. – The forecast of non-US 20 related traffic
growth in southeastern Jefferson County indicates a need for additional crossing capacity for
east-west travel between areas south of SH-48. This forecast was completed as part of the
Rigby/Jefferson County Transportation Plan. Figure 8, taken from that plan, shows future
increased travel demand throughout the county and, specifically, crossings of US 20.
Movements D-F, E-F, and H-G indicate a forecasted increase in US 20 crossings of 13,200 trips
per day. This additional demand, combined with the existing 8,000 trips per day currently served
by the SH 48 and County Line Road crossings indicates a definite need for additional crossing
capacity. Furthermore, the pattern of crossing demand indicates that the most useful location for
a new crossing would be in the vicinity of 200 North. A reconfigured South Rigby interchange
could provide this additional crossing and thus address more than one of the future traffic
circulation needs of Jefferson County.

Summary of Traffic Related effects of the South Rigby Interchange
Reconfiguration
The above analyses indicated that implementation of a reconstructed South Rigby interchange
would benefit travel and circulation in Southeast Jefferson County as follows:
x 65 percent all existing traffic accessing US 20 from Jefferson County would
prefer a reconfigured South Rigby interchange (an increase of 18 percent over
no improvement).
x Southeastern Jefferson County (the area between 300 North/SH 48 and
County Line Road ) will account for 20 percent of the forecast growth in
Jefferson County.
x 46 percent all existing traffic accessing US 20 from Jefferson County would
prefer a reconfigured South Rigby interchange (an increase of 18 percent over
no improvement).
x A reconfigured South Rigby interchange would eliminate approximately 250
heavy truck trips per day from passing through downtown Rigby en rout to
other destinations.
x Reconfiguring the South Rigby interchange would reduce the number of trips
traveling on or across congested sections of SH 48 by about 1,000 vehicles per
day (13 percent of the trips using SH 48 to access US 20).
x With diversion to a reconfigured South Rigby interchange, the North Rigby
interchange can be expected to accommodate forecast 2025 traffic without any
physical roadway changes. All-way stop control would be required.
x Analysis of county-wide travel demand indicates increase of 13,200 trips
crossing US 20 South of SH 48 by 2025. A reconfigured South Rigby
interchange could provide an additional crossing and thus address more than
one of the future traffic circulation needs of Jefferson County.
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INTERCHANGE LAYOUT FEASIBILITY
Introduction
Chapter 1 presented an analysis of existing and future traffic patterns within Rigby and Jefferson
County and how a new South Rigby interchange could benefit travel in Southeastern Jefferson
County. The analyses supported a conclusion that a new South Rigby interchange would be
beneficial and is justifiable on the basis of traffic demand and county circulation needs.
Chapter 2 presents several sketches of possible configurations of a new South Rigby interchange.
These provide a conceptual level indication of potential right-of-way needs and the basis for
order-of magnitude/comparison level cost estimates.
The reviewer should be aware that information regarding right-of-way and cost derived from the
sketches presented here is conceptual and suitable for this feasibility study. The depiction of
interchanges are “reasonable sketches” of potential layouts. Enough engineering checks have
been made so as to present a concept that is “possible” from the standpoint of general design
standards for horizontal and vertical geometry. No proposed right-of-way lines are shown as it
would be inappropriate at this level of analysis.
As noted in Chapter 1, it is desirable that a new South Rigby interchange meet several different
and somewhat competing service criteria. These include:
x The new interchange must provide for the missing access between south
Rigby and US 20 to and from the north.
x The new interchange should provide a similar level of convenience for users
of US 20 to and from the south as does the existing interchange.
x Analysis of future travel demand indicates that a new crossing of US 20 at 200
North will be needed, and access to US 20 from 200 North is very desirable.
The above suggests looking at interchange concepts with satisfactory connections to serve traffic
from both 200 and 300 North. This task is made more difficult by the presence of the Eastern
Idaho Railroad mainline located approximately 80 feet east of US 20. Other right-of-way
constraints adjacent to the US 20 corridor must also be considered.

Conceptual Interchange Alternatives
This study presents three interchange concepts to illustrate the general feasibility and costs of a
new South Rigby interchange. (Many more configurations along with input from a full public
participation process would be considered prior to design and implementation.) The three
concepts shown each illustrate a different emphasis on service to south Rigby/SH 48 or south
Jefferson County/200 North. It is intended that the three concepts shown not be taken as
including “an answer”, but rather illustrate the broad range of possible configurations that should
ultimately be evaluated.
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The three concepts are described as:
x The 3N Concept – favoring access directly from 300 North ( SH 48),
x The Central Concept – locating the interchange between 200 and 300 North
with access available from both roadways, and
x The 2N Concept – which presents an interchange configuration that
emphasizes continuity of east-west travel on 200 North.
The 3N Concept Interchange. – Figure 9 shows a conceptual layout of the 3N Concept
interchange. This concept would continue to utilize the existing ramp pair providing access to
US 20 to and from the south from 300 North. Ramps to/from US 20 north and 300 North would
be added as indicated in Figure 6. Although space is limited, the addition of a southbound exit
ramp at 300 North would be relatively straightforward. The alignment of the added exit ramp
would be within about 100 feet of the existing US 20 alignment, similar to a typical tight
diamond interchange design. A retaining wall would be required to allow for the elevation
difference of the ramp and the US 20 mainline. The effect on the adjacent area would be to close
Clark Street between 300 North and Main Street. One existing parcel would lose its only access.
The construction of a northbound entrance ramp from 300 North is far more complex due to the
proximity of the Eastern Idaho Railroad, approximately 80 feet east of the US 20 northbound
edge of pavement. A “loop” type entrance ramp would allow access to northbound US 20 from
300 North starting at a point approximately 700 feet east of US 20. This distance allows
sufficient length for the ramp to reach the vertical clearance necessary to bring the ramp over the
railroad, after which it would descend to join northbound US 20. Yellowstone Highway would
be relocated about 80 feet east as well.
A separate access road would be built to allow vehicles traveling northbound on Yellowstone
Highway to access the northbound entrance ramp. This access roadway would diverge from
Yellowstone Highway about 1200 feet south of 300 North and proceed north parallel to the
railroad, passing under the ramp structure. At 300 North the access road would turn east to form
an added lane on 300 North. Eastbound 300 North traffic and northbound Yellowstone traffic
would merge on this lane and proceed to the northbound US 20 entrance ramp.
The concept cost estimate for the 3N Concept interchange alternative is $24 million, exclusive of
right-of-way and relocation costs. Potential relocations include three residences and two
businesses. Proximity impacts cannot be determined at this level of evaluation.
The Central Concept Interchange. – Figure 10 shows a conceptual layout of a full interchange
located between 200 and 300 North. The intent of this interchange configuration was provide
better service to areas south of 300 North while still being convenient to those using the existing
US 20 access to and from the south.
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3N Concept Interchange

Figure 9
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Figure 9
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Central Concept Interchange

Figure 10
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Figure 10
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It consists of a tight diamond interchange located about 1,800 feet north 200 North and 2,400
feet south of 300 north. At this point an overpass structure would carry the interchange
crossroad over Yellowstone Highway, the Eastern Idaho Railroad, and a new alignment of US
20. Structure length would be minimized by aligning the interchange to be perpendicular to US
20. Four ramps serving both directions of traffic entering and exiting US 20 would extend down
from the elevated crossroad to US 20.
Access to the interchange on the west side of US 20 would be via a two-way frontage road
developed by extending the existing ramp access roadway south, past the interchange, to 200
North. Access on the east side of US 20 would be via a “U-turn” ramp from Yellowstone
Avenue. This road would connect with the interchange crossroad that extends further east to
provide more convenient access to 200 North east of US 20.
If necessary to minimize impacts to adjacent land use and buildings, the location of the
interchange crossroad could be moved north or south several hundred of feet without
significantly affecting the operational concept.
The concept cost estimate for the Central Concept interchange alternative is $44 million,
exclusive of right-of-way and relocation costs. As shown, potential relocations include three
residences and three businesses. Proximity impacts cannot be determined at this level of
evaluation.
The 2N Concept Interchange. - Figure 11 illustrates an interchange configuration that was
developed to maximize continuity of east-west travel across US 20 along 200 North. This
alternative includes a full directional diamond interchange located on a relocated 200 North
alignment over US 20 (about 800 feet north of the existing 200 North alignment). The
realignment of 200 north is suggested because the grades necessary to bring 200 North over the
railroad would require embankments extending an estimated 1000 feet on either side of the
railroad. This would affect numerous businesses and residences along 200 North. Moving the
interchange south of 200 North was also studied but rejected because of the potential impacts to
existing residential development south of 200 North and east of US 20.
Access to this interchange would be similar to that of the Central Concept interchange, including
the U-turn ramp from Yellowstone Highway on the east side of US 20 and extension of the
existing ramp access road south to the new interchange.
The concept cost estimate for the 2N concept interchange alternative is $50 million, exclusive of
right-of-way and relocation costs. As shown, estimated relocations include eight residences and
two businesses. Proximity impacts cannot be determined at this level of evaluation.

Comparisons and Conclusions
The interchange sketches shown indicate that the proximity of US 20 to the Eastern Idaho
Railroad, combined with existing development, makes development of a new South Rigby
interchange rather complex and expensive. With the possible exception of the 3N concept
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2N Concept Interchange

Figure 11
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Figure 11
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interchange, many permutations of the concepts shown here can be developed that would change
effects to the surrounding areas.
Table 5 presents a comparison of the benefits and costs of the three interchange concepts studied.
Without the context of future growth, travel demand, and transportation needs identified in the
Jefferson County Transportation Plan; selection of a favored concept could easily be influenced
by the relatively low cost of the 3N Concept. However, the transportation plan and detailed
analyses of traffic patterns within this study indicate that an interchange concept with good
connectivity to 200 North provides far greater value to the transportation needs of Southeast
Jefferson County.
The areas most directly affected by either the Central Concept or the 2N Concept are not yet
developed to the point of making either alternative impractical. It is suggested that IDT,
Jefferson County and the City of Rigby work to find concurrence in both the future need for an
improved South Rigby interchange and the most promising concept. From that point, all
agencies should collaborate to shape future growth in the 200 North areas so as to maintain the
feasibility of a future interchange.
The alternatives presented here are far more complex and expensive than the alternatives
envisioned in the 2002 Design Study Report prepared by ITD for a new interchange (see Figures
12a and 12b). There are two important reasons for this:
 The ITD Concept report did not have the benefit of the analysis of countywide growth
and hence did not make any provision for east-west movement across US 20 - a key
element in the current evaluation.
 The interchange configurations presented in the Draft South Rigby Interchange Study
assumed that the crossroad would cross over US 20 and the adjacent railroad – adding
about 30 percent to the cost. Allowing an at-grade crossing of the railroad as was done
in the ITD concepts could simplify any interchange configuration.
A new Concept Report should be prepared to weigh the importance of all of these issues.
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Table 5
South Rigby Interchange Study

South Rigby Alternative Interchange Concepts Comparison
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Figure 112a

US -20 Holbrook Interchange Alternatives
Alternative A and B

South Rigby Interchange Study

Figure 12a
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Figure 112b

US -20 Holbrook Interchange Alternatives
Alternative C and D

South Rigby Interchange Study

Figure 12b
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Appendix A
TAMS Pavement Rating Criteria

Appendix B
TAMS Recommended Maintenance
Action by Segment

Appendix C
Zonal Traffic Forecast Data

Appendix D
Employer Survey

Appendix E
Final Zone to Zone Forecast Trip Table

